Light Bulb Manufacturers
Together LightSources and our affiliated
companies comprise the leading high-tech light
bulb manufacturers in the industry. By
maintaining a strong global presence, we provide
an unmatched international turnaround service
with manufacturing, sales, and distribution
centers in North America and Europe as well as a sales office in China.
As one of
the top innovative bulb manufacturers, we work with OEMs of any size and have the
ability to produce a wide range of specialized lighting technologies and
applications. Our impressive portfolio includes UVC germicidal lamps, amalgam lamps,
UV lamps for ballast water treatment systems, specialty fluorescent lamps, low
pressure fluorescent and high pressure facial tanning lamps, twist, dual and triplephosphor coated tanning lamps, medical lamps, collagen fluorescent lamps, uv curing
lamps, and eco-friendly UV lighting solutions.

Light Bulb Manufacturers: Custom-designs for Most
Applications
Between the professional services at LightSources and our outstanding group of
affiliates, we are the premier light bulb manufacturers that OEMs consistently turn to
for solutions to their custom lighting needs. We pride ourselves on the ability to
take virtually any prototype right through to a successful finished product to
accommodate a wide variety of needs of our clients. LightSources’ specialty lighting
meets the most demanding requirements of virtually any industrial application and
provides clients the greatest flexibility in customized solutions and turnaround.
Additionally LightSources’ companies continue to improve and expand upon our
operational capabilities. One example is our commitment to getting customized
lighting to our customers quickly and in the most cost-efficient manner. Both
LightSources and our affiliate, LightTech, offer reduced transportation costs and
provide a range of shipping options that includes road, rail, sea or air. We ship to
more than 60 countries across 6 continents and have the expertise to handle the entire
transport and custom’s documentation process required when importing and exporting to
other countries.
Please contact us for more information regarding any of our premier light bulb
manufacturers. Our unmatched ability to flexibly supply specialized lighting on
demand sets us apart from our competitors.
LightSources and our affiliated companies, LCD Lighting, Voltarc along with strategic
partners LightTech, and Cerlux represent the leading high-tech designers and
manufacturers in the lamp industry today. Our specialty products are used world-wide
in a multitude of applications and industries such as our avionic display backlighting
that is part of the National Defense and US Space Programs.
Each company in the
LightSources group operates with state-of-the art specialty lamp production equipment
to comprise the world’s leading light bulb manufacturers.

